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We investigate the possibility that the CP violation due to the soft supersymmetry breaking terms in squark
mixing can give significant contributions to the various g related parameters in B decays, different from those
of the standard model. We derive the new limits on (d12u )LL ,LR ,RR and on (d23d )LL ,LR ,RR from the recent data on
D0-D¯ 0 oscillation as well as those on Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 oscillation. We show that, together with all the other constraints,
the currents limits on these parameters still allow large contributions to the CP violating phases in Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 as
well as D0-D¯ 0 oscillations which will modify some of the proposed measurements of g parameters in CP
violating B decays. However, the current constraints already dictate that the one-loop squark mixing contribu-
tions to various B decay amplitudes cannot be competitive with that of the standard model ~SM!, at least for
those B decay modes which are dominated by the tree level amplitudes within the SM, and therefore they are
not significant in contributing to CP asymmetries in the corresponding B decays.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.055010 PACS number~s!: 14.80.Cp, 11.30.Er, 12.60.Jv, 14.40.NdI. INTRODUCTION
With the B factories producing physics at full steam, it is
important to investigate critically the possibility of distin-
guishing the standard Kobayashi-Maskawa ~KM! @1# model
from the other alternatives of CP violation. In particular, one
needs to investigate if there is any non-KM mechanism that
contributes to the measurement of CP violating phases
which, within the KM context, are labeled as a , b and g ~or
f1,2,3 in another popular convention in the literature!. In fact,
it is interesting to note that some of the CP violating asym-
metries in B decays, which within the KM mechanism are
considered identical, may correspond to different numerical
asymmetries in an alternative theory of CP violation.
One of the leading extensions of the standard model is the
supersymmetric version of the theory. The addition of super-
symmetric partners, as well as the necessity of supersymme-
try breaking, creates large variations of such models. In this
paper we shall assume that the spectrum of the supersymmet-
ric extension is minimal in the sense that no additional su-
permultiplet is introduced beyond the usual two copies of the
Higgs doublet needed for fermion masses. In this theory, the
new parameters are the coupling constants related to soft
supersymmetry breakings. It is well known that these soft
breaking parameters can give rise to new sources of CP
violation.
Among these soft breaking parameters, the ones most rel-
evant to CP violation in K or B decays are the dim-2 soft
squark mixing parameters ~the matrices M Q˜
2 for left-handed
squarks, and, M U˜
2
, M D˜
2 for right-handed squarks!, as well as
the dim-3 trilinear scalar Yukawa couplings (Y uA ,Y dA) which,
after the spontaneous symmetry breaking, creates the mix-
ings between left- and right-squarks ~the matrices Y u
A^Hu&
and Y d
A^Hd&, here we follow the notation of Ref. @2#!. There0556-2821/2002/65~5!/055010~6!/$20.00 65 0550are many discussions in the literature about whether the new
supersymmetric contributions can give large enough e and
e8 @2–4#.
In Ref. @2#, it was pointed out that even though the natural
value of (d12d )LR in generic models may be of order 1025, its
contribution is big enough to saturate the experimental value
for eK8 . One may wonder whether it is possible to use
(d12d )LR to saturate both eK and eK8 in kaon system @2,5#.
However it was pointed out @6# that in order to saturate both,
the absolute value of (d12d )LR has to be about 331023 which
is larger than its generic value.
On the other hand, in Ref. @4#, it was pointed out that if
one takes into account the isospin breaking effect of the su-
persymmetric DS51 box diagrams, it is possible to account
for e8 even using the Im(d12d )LL with a mild fine-tuning.
Note that, as emphasized in Ref. @6#, while dLR’s should be
generically small due to its SU(2) breaking character, dLL
and dRR do not have to be small. This opens up the possibil-
ity to use (d12d )LL alone to saturate both e and e8.
In Ref. @7#, it was pointed out that while it is possible for
(d13d )LR to contribute to b parameter in B decays due to the
Bd
0
-B¯ d
0 oscillation, however its generic value is typically too
small to account for the recent data from B factories, sin 2b
50.5960.1460.05 ~for Babar @8#! and sin 2b50.9960.14
60.06 ~for Belle @9#!.
The purpose of this paper is to address the issue whether
these new supersymmetric sources of CP violation can give
rise to asymmetries which are usually associated with g . We
will consider only those B or Bs decay modes whose ampli-
tudes are dominated by tree amplitudes within standard
model ~that is, the modes without ‘‘penguin pollution’’!. We
call these decays, non-penguin type. We shall briefly com-
ment on modes with penguin contributions later on.
We first derive constraints on squark mixing parameters©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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tions. Within SUSY, DB51 box diagrams also arise. These
can contribute even to modes that have only tree level con-
tributions within the SM. Using the constraints obtained on
the squark mixing parameters, we show that the contribu-
tions of DB51 SUSY box diagrams to the these ~non-
penguin! B decays are negligible. However, we find that
SUSY contribution can give rise to CP asymmetries through
either the initial state Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 oscillation or the final state
D0-D¯ 0 oscillation. We compare these asymmetries with the
predictions of KM model.
II. NEW LIMITS ON SQUARK MIXINGS
In a comprehensive paper @10#, Gabbiani et al. work out
various limits on the flavor changing couplings
(d i jq )LL ,LR ,RR , where q can be u~up-type!, d~down-type! or
l~lepton!, and i j are generation indices. The d’s are dimen-
sionless parameters defined as
~d i j!AB5~mi j
2 !AB /mq˜
2
, ~1!
where AB and i j stand for the chirality and flavor respec-
tively. For our purpose we will need only (d12u )LL ,LR ,RR and
(d23d )LL ,LR ,RR . The earlier limits on these parameters, given
in Ref. @10#, are summarized in Tables I and II.
Recently there are new measurements on the D0-D¯ 0 os-
cillation as well as on the Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 oscillation. They can be
translated into new limits on these d parameters. In particu-
lar, for D0-D¯ 0 oscillation, the new measurements give
nmD,0.461310210 MeV ~in Ref. @11#!. For Bs-B¯ s , the
data have so far not been able to set a solid upper limit on the
oscillation frequency, DM s , due to the error in the measure-
ment of the higher frequency region @12#. The combined data
TABLE I. Limits on Re(d12u )AB(d12u )CD from nmD , with
A ,B ,C ,D5(L ,R), for an average squark mass mq˜5500 GeV and
for different values of x5mg˜
2/mq˜
2
.
x AuR(d12u )LL2 u AuR(d12u )LR2 u AuR(d12u )LL(d12u )RRu
0.3 4.731022 6.331022 1.631022
1.0 1.031021 3.131022 1.731022
4.0 2.431021 3.531022 2.53102205501from CERN e1e2 collider LEP and SLAC Large Detector
~SLD! give DM Bs.15 ps
21 at 95% C.L. However, a hint of
oscillation is observed ~with large error! around DmBs of
17 ps21 @12#. The new measurements from LEP and CDF
can also be combined to give DGs /Gs50.1620.09
10.08
, or
DGs /Gs,0.31, at 95% C.L. This can be combined with the
lattice calculation of DGs /DM Bs53.521.55
10.9431023 @13# in
SM, to give nmBs5(29221
116) ps21 . In presence of SUSY
contributions, we expect, this lattice estimate to change. To
obtain reasonable limits on the d23 parameter, we use the
suggestive values of DmBs58,17,45 ps
21 as typical values
in our study. Note that these are not yet serious experimental
limits, however as commented later, our physical conclusions
on B decays in the next section, are not significantly altered
even if DM Bs turns out to be one order of magnitude larger.
For Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 oscillation, the (d23d )ab mixing contributes to
the operator
Q15s¯LagmbLas¯LbgmbLb ,
Q25s¯RabLas¯RbbLb ,
Q35s¯RabLbs¯RbbLa ,
Q45s¯RabLas¯LbbRb ,
Q55s¯RabLbs¯LbbRa , ~2!
plus the operators Q˜ 1,2,3 obtained from the Q1,2,3 by the ex-
change L↔R . Here qR ,L5 12 (16g5)q , and a and b are
color indices. The color matrices normalization is Tr(tAtB)
5 12 d
AB
. The DB52 effective Hamiltonian reads
TABLE II. Limits on the ud23
d u from b→sg decay for an average
squark mass mq˜5500 GeV and for different values of x5mg˜
2/mq˜
2
.
For different values of mq˜ , the limits can be obtained multiplying
the ones in the table by (mq˜ /500 GeV)2.
x u(d23d )LLu u(d23d )LRu
0.3 4.4 1.331022
1.0 8.2 1.631022
4.0 26 3.031022Heff52
as
2
216mq˜
2 $~d23
d !LL
2 24Q1x f 6~x !166Q1 f˜6~x !1~d23d !RR2 24Q˜ 1x f 6~x !166Q˜ 1 f˜6~x !1~d23d !LL~d23d !RR504Q4x f 6~x !
272Q4 f˜6~x !124Q5x f 6~x !1120Q5 f˜6~x !1~d23d !RL2 204Q2x f 6~x !236Q3x f 6~x !1~d23d !LR2 204Q˜ 2x f 6~x !
236Q˜ 3x f 6~x !1~d23d !LR~d23d !RL2132Q4 f˜6~x !2180Q5 f˜6~x !%, ~3!
0-2
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2/mq˜
2
, mq˜ is the average squark mass involved in
the box diagram, mg˜ is the gluino mass and the functions
f 6(x) and f˜6(x) are given by
f 6~x !5
6~113x !ln x1x329x229x117
6~x21 !5
,
f˜6~x !5
6x~11x !ln x2x329x219x11
3~x21 !5
. ~4!
Note that f 6(x51)51/20 while f˜6(x51)521/30, therefore
they cancel a lot in the combination 24x f 6(x)166f˜6(x)5
21 for x51.
The matrix elements of the operators Q1 , Q2 are defined
as
^B¯ suQ1uBs&5
2
3 f Bs
2 M Bs
2 B, ~5!
^B¯ suQ2uBs&52
5
12 f Bs
2 M Bs
2
M Bs
2
~m¯ b1m¯ s!
2BS
[2
5
12 f Bs
2 M Bs
2 B¯ S . ~6!
The matrix elements of the other operators in Eq. ~2! can
be obtained in terms of those given in Eqs. ~5!, ~6!. The bag
factors B and BS parametrize the nonperturbative contribu-
TABLE III. Values of Re(d i j)AB(d i j)CD , with A ,B ,C ,D
5(L ,R). The upper part of the table is derived from saturating
nmD,0.479310210 MeV by squark mixing contribution. The
lower part of the table is based on suggestive values nmBs
58,17,45 ps21. We use an average squark mass mq˜5500 GeV
and choose different values of x5mg˜
2/mq˜
2
. The constraints on
(d i j)RR are the same as those on (d i j)LL in the table.
x AuR(d12u )LL2 u AuR(d12u )LR2 u AuR(d12u )LL(d12u )RRu
0.3 2.5831022 3.4331022 8.5231023
1.0 5.4631022 1.7231022 9.4931023
4.0 1.2831021 1.9031022 1.3431022
x AuR(d23d )LL2 u AuR(d23d )LR2 u AuR(d23d )LL(d23d )RRu
0.3 0.16, 0.23, 0.38 0.20, 0.29, 0.46 0.06, 0.08, 0.13
1.0 0.34, 0.50, 0.81 0.11, 0.17, 0.27 0.06, 0.09, 0.15
4.0 0.80, 1.17, 1.90 0.13, 0.18, 0.30 0.09, 0.13, 0.2105501tions to the matrix elements and have been evaluated @14# on
the lattice to be B50.960.1 and B¯ S51.2560.1.
Similar equations apply to the calculation of the mass
difference of D0-D¯ 0 system. Using the same naive estimate
of hadronic matrix element used in Ref. @10#, the results may
be summarized in Table III. Note that, while for the Bs , the
hadronic matrix elements discussed above, have been ob-
tained with some rigor, those for the D meson assume an
universal bag parameter of unity.
As one can see by comparing Table III with Table I and
Table II, the recent ~and coming! data do provide significant
improvement on the limits on (d12u )AB .
III. SUSY CONTRIBUTIONS TO g
The clean measurement of g has been a challenge, lead-
ing to several attempts at providing feasible techniques to
measure it. SUSY contributions to g therefore vary, depend-
ing on the method used. We therefore first discuss the various
methods proposed to measure g . The original suggestion
@15# for cleanly measuring g involved the decays
B6→ (—)D 0K6 and DCP0 K6, where DCP0 stands for the CP
eigenstate of D. However, since it is virtually impossible to
tag the flavor of the D meson, the method was improved.
Reference @16# considered the
(—)
D 0 produced, to subsequently
decay to at least two final states. The mode
B6→ (—)D 0*K*6 was proposed in Ref. @17#. For the purpose
of this paper the arguments made to the generic mode
B6→ (—)D 0K6 applies to all the methods in Refs. @15–17#.
Alternative modes involving Bs mesons have also been sug-
gested to measure g . They include Bs
0/Bs
0→Ds7K6 @18# ~see
Fig. 1! and its final state vector meson analogue Bs
0/Bs
0
→Ds*7K*6 @19#. One may note that all the modes discussed
above only have tree level contributions. Other methods in-
volving B→Kp together with B→KK , etc., which include
penguin contribution, have also been considered @20#. How-
ever, they involve theoretical assumptions like the inherent
use of SU~3! or factorization assumption.
All CP asymmetries arise from a relative phase between
two decay channels to the same final state. This may arise
either due to two or more contributions to the direct decay or,
due to the oscillation of the initial or final state neutral me-
son.
Let us consider the CP asymmetry appearing in charged
decay modes B6→D0K6 or D¯ 0K6. In SM, the first stage of
the decay subprocess at quark level is either due to b
→u(c¯s), which is severely Cabibbo suppressed but complex
in the Wolfenstein ~or Chau-Keung! convention @21#, or, dueFIG. 1. Quark diagrams for the
tree amplitudes in SM for the pro-
cess (Bs /B¯ s)→K1Ds2 .0-3
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bution in SUSY via squark mixing
to the process (Bs /B¯ s)→K1Ds2 .to b→c(u¯ s) which is doubly Cabibbo suppressed and real in
the same convention. By observing decays of D0 and D¯ 0 to
a common final state f ~which may be a CP eigenstate!, one
achieves the required interference. The relevant effective
Hamiltonian for the quark level process b→u(c¯s), in SM is
1
2 ~g2
2/M W
2 !Vcs* Vub~u¯ LgmbL!~s¯LgmcL!, ~7!
where Vcs* Vub;Al3e2ig; while for the quark level process
b→c(u¯ s), it is,
1
2 ~g2
2/M W
2 !Vus* Vcb~c¯LgmbL!~s¯LgmuL!, ~8!
where Vus* Vcb;Al3. The relative phase gives rise to CP
violating parameter g directly.
In the scenario of squark mixing, the effective Hamil-
tonian for b→u(c¯s) is
Heffb→u(c
¯s)52
as
2
108mq˜
2 ~d12
u !LL~d23
d !LL24x f 6~x !
166f˜6~x !~u¯ LgmbL!~s¯LgmcL!1 , ~9!
with x5mg˜
2/mq˜
2
. We only list the contribution from the chan-
nel LL in chirality. Other amplitudes due to the insertion of
other d parameters are easily obtained from Eq. ~3!.
For SUSY contribution to the DB51 amplitude to be
relevant to CP asymmetry, it has to be a sizable contribution
to the decay amplitude. To estimate the SUSY contribution
we take x51, 24x f 6(x)166f˜6(x)521 and optimistically
use as
2;0.02 uVubu;0.003, (d12u )LL;0.06, (d23d )LL;0.7.
The amplitude ratio of the SUSY to the SM is about
~as
2/108!1024 GeV22~100 GeV/M q˜ !230.0630.7
~4GF /A2 !30.003
;S 100 GeVM q˜ D
2
31022. ~10!
Assuming that the SUSY DB52 box diagrams dominate in
the Bs-B¯ s
0 and D0-D¯ 0 oscillations, the same ratio can be
expressed more directly in terms of measured quantities as,055013ADM DDM Bs
f D f BsAM DM Bs
Y 4GFuVubuA2 ;1024. ~11!
The numerical result is based on the central values of the
parameters, DM D50.07 ps21, f D50.2 GeV, and f Bs
50.23 GeV, as well as the suggestive value DM Bs545
ps21. If one takes M q˜5500 GeV in Eq. ~10!, the number
comes up to be 1024 as in Eq. ~11!. Therefore even after
taking the parameters to be favorable to the SUSY contribu-
tion, such one loop contribution is still much smaller than the
highly KM suppressed SM tree amplitude. ~Even if the color
suppression of the contribution of the KM operator to B1
→D0K1 is taken into account, SUSY is still very much a
minor contribution to decay amplitudes.! Therefore we con-
clude that SUSY contribution to the DB51 box diagram
~Fig. 2! is irrelevant to the CP asymmetry as long as we
limit our consideration to d23
d and d12
u
. The same conclusion
can be applied to all the B decay modes.
One may hence conclude that the only possible SUSY
contributions to the CP asymmetries arise from initial state
DB52 or final state DD52 transition, or both. Among the
various methods to determine g , Bs→Ds7K6 get contribu-
tions from initial state Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 oscillation, B6→ (—)D 0K6 get
contributions from final state D0-D¯ 0 oscillation and and Bs
→ (—)D 0f get contributions from both Bs0-B¯ s0 and D0-D¯ 0 oscil-
lations.
We first consider the contributions from initial state Bs
0
-B¯ s
0
oscillation. Since SUSY particles are heavy, we assume that
G12 is not modified by SUSY and parametrize the SUSY
contributions by M 12
SUSY5M 12
SMyeih. Hence, we have
G12
M 12
5
G12
SM/M 12
SM
11M 12
SUSY /M 12
SM 5
seif
11yeih
. ~12!
s and f are SM parameters, with s;O(1022) and f’0. In
terms of the SUSY parameters discussed earlier, for the LL
chirality we have
y5
as
2
216mq˜
2
1
3 M Bs f Bs
2 BS
M 12
SM 24 x f 6~x !166 f˜6~x !u~d12d !LL2 u.
The expression for M 12
SM may be taken from Ref. @22#. Using
DM522ReS qp S M 122 i2 G12D D , ~13!
0-4
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DM52uM 12
SMuReS 112y cos h1y22 s24 2iscos f
1y cos~f2h!D 1/2
52uM 12
SMuA~112y cos h1y2!11O~s2!.
~14!
The effect of SUSY on the meson mixing parameter (q/p)
can be expressed as
S qp D
2
5
M 12
SM*
M 12
SM
~11ye2ih!
~11yeih!
. ~15!
Since, M 12
SM is real for Bs , the argument uBs of (q/p) is
given by
uBs5
1
2tan
21S 2y2sin~2h!22y sin h11y2cos~2h!12y cos h D . ~16!
y may be solved using Eq. ~14! as a function of h , leading to
the oscillation phase uBs as a function of h . Using the upper
limit of DM Bs545 ps
21 and theoretical estimate of M 12
SM
,
from Ref. @22#, we find that values of uBs are allowed in the
full range (245°,145°). If, however, M 12SUSY@M 12SM , i.e. in
the limit, y→‘ , we get uBs52h52arg((d23
d )AA2 ), with A
5L or R.
The mode Bs→Ds7K6 has been proposed to measure
sin2g ~see Fig. 1!. In the presence of SUSY contributions to
Bs
0
-B¯ s
0 oscillation, the angle g gets modified, g→g85gKM
6uBs, where, uBs is given by Eq. ~16! and gKM is the con-
tribution from Kobayashi-Maskawa phase. The contribution
from SUSY to both the modes Bs→Ds7K6 and Bs
→(c/J)f are identical. This is very much different from the
KM predictions in which the asymmetry in Bs
0→c/J1f is
negligible while that is Bs
0→Ds2K1 is large. Note that the
phase uBs can be measured directly using the mode Bs
→(c/J)f , which has a large branching ratio and should be
easier to measure.
In decays of the type B6→D0K6, as discussed earlier, g
is measured by utilizing a possibility of interference between
the two quark level processes b→cu¯ s and b→uc¯s . Along
the decay chain the c or c¯ produce in the final state a D0 or
D¯ 0 mesons respectively. The two contributions are added and
interfere if both D0 or D¯ 0 decay to the same final state f D
and have a relative phase g . Here, f D is one of the states that
both D and D¯ can decay into, such as K2p1 or CP eigen-
states K1K2, p1p2, Ksp0 or Ksf . In fact the whole dis-
cussion can be applied to the modes in which final state K1
is replaced by p1 or r1. In the presence of D0-D¯ 0 oscilla-
tion there are additional contributions to this process. As dis-
cussed in details in Refs. @23,24#, there are many different05501types of CP violation that can manifest themselves in such
decays. SUSY can have potentially large contribution to the
D0-D¯ 0 oscillation, even providing a large phase to the oscil-
lation. One can estimate the D0-D¯ 0 oscillation phase, uD , by
repeating the procedure used to determine uBs, except that
here G12
SM/M 12
SM cannot be ignored. In the SM model, g is
large, and uD is small. However, if SUSY were to dominate,
uD52arg(d12u )AB(d12d )CD, with A,B,C,D5(L,R), could
give large contributions to CP asymmetries even if g is
small, especially arg(d12u )LL2  or arg(d12u )RR2 . Reference
@24# has considered the various possible CP violating asym-
metries in detail for arbitrary uD . First of all, there is the
phase in the B1 decay amplitude, which in KM model, is
exactly the g parameter. Then there is the phase in the
D0-D¯ 0 oscillation, uD5arg(qD /pD) ~here, qD pD are the
composition amplitudes in the D-D¯ system!. In addition, the
differences in strong final state phase shifts in B1 decays
(DB) and in D decays (DD) may become relevant for some
CP observables. There is CP violation of the type propor-
tional to sin g sin DB which is due to the CP asymmetry in
the decays B6→DK6, the final state phase shift is needed to
produce the CP asymmetry for charged B decay as expected.
There is CP violation proportional to sin uDsin DD which is
similar to the CP asymmetry in the decays D→ f D . There is
CP violation proportional to sin uDcos DD which is due to
D-D¯ oscillation. Finally, there is CP violation of the type
proportional to sin(g1uD)cos DB which is due to interference
between B→D decays and the subsequent D-D¯ mixing. Last
category is of course most interesting. In the KM model, g is
large, however uD is small, while in the SUSY model we
consider, g is small but uD5arg(d12u )AA2  can be quite large
@here (AA) can be either LL or RR#. Of course, in the fourth
type of CP violation listed above, uD in SUSY model can
duplicate the effect of g in KM model, however as discussed
in Ref. @24# in details, there are enough CP asymmetries that
one can measure to distinguish the two contributions in prin-
ciple.
Finally, we have so far avoided discussing B decays that
can receive significant contributions from penguin or
chromo-dipole moment types of diagrams such as, at quark
level, b→ds¯s , b→ss¯s , b→dd¯d or b→sd¯d , either in KM
or in SUSY models. They contribute partially to B→pp ,
B→Kp , B→Kf and other processes. While the DB51 box
diagram SUSY contribution is still negligible for these pro-
cesses as long as one considers only d23
d and d12
u parameters,
as discuss in Ref. @25#, the SUSY penguin and/or chromo-
dipole moment types of contributions can play important role
in their CP asymmetries. This issue is discussed in Ref. @26#.
IV. CONCLUSION
We list below the results of our study of (dLL ,RRd )23 and
(dLL ,RRu )12 on the CP asymmetries in Bd or Bs decays.
~I! We use the stringent D0-D¯ 0 mixing data to obtain
tighter limits on (dLL ,RRu )12 . Based on suggestive values of
Bs-B¯ s @12#, we illustrate the amount of improvement can be0-5
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~II! For CP asymmetry in B decays, SUSY can give large
contribution to Bs decays due to Bs-B¯ s oscillation, but can-
not give large contribution to the complex phase in the decay
amplitude via DB51 box diagram. Thus SUSY produces
CP asymmetries different from those in the KM model. For
example, while in KM the Bs→Ds7K6 process has large
phase g and Bs→(c/J)f has negligible CP violating phase,
however in SUSY, both processes receive the same CP
phase due to the Bs-B¯ s oscillation.
~III! For Bd decay modes or charged B6 decays modes,
the CP asymmetries due to the above d’s are negligible.
However an exception is B6→ (—)D 0K6, where there can be05501SUSY contribution to the CP asymmetry due to the final
state D0-D¯ 0 oscillation.
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